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Abstract: The information technology (IT) industry has come to the forefront for economic
development of several cities in developing countries such as India and China. Looking at the
success of the IT industry in these countries, an argument has emerged that development of such
industry in South African cities can revitalize their economy. Therefore, the study examined the
potential of development of the IT industry in a South African city by using the case study of a largely
service-oriented city—Bloemfontein. A survey research method and system dynamics modeling
approach were used. Findings suggest that the city has the potential to emerge as an IT industrial city,
however, there exist challenges with regards to infrastructure such as housing, built up space, energy,
and attracting the knowledge workers to the city. Appropriate policy interventions to reinforce these
infrastructures, which can assist to attract the knowledge workers, will enable enhancement in the
earning from the IT industry. Also, the development of the IT industry will strengthen the housing
and built up infrastructure for the IT industry as well as enhance the number of knowledge workers
in the city.

Keywords: economy; energy; housing; information technology industry; knowledge worker; system
dynamics modeling

1. Introduction

Information technology (IT) is increasingly influencing every aspect of the human life and
functions of cities across the world. Particularly, it is progressively influencing the socio-economic
and spatial development of cities [1–7] For example, in the last two decades, several cities from the
developing world such as India and China have acquired large scale IT industry-based economic
activities. In the process, they have become predominantly IT industrial economy-oriented cities, while
continuing with their traditional manufacturing industrial or service-oriented economy. Consequently,
it has contributed significantly to the economy of those cities [1,4,5].

Development of the IT industry in a city has diverge implications. According to scholars, the IT
industry can bring economic opportunities, in terms of employment opportunities, earnings from
both domestic market and exports, domestic and foreign investment [1,8–12]. Further, location of
the IT industry in a city impacts the land use patterns, city skylines, travel behavior of people, social
interactions, and environment [2,13–15]. It also causes the expansion of urban areas, decentralization
of location of functions, and the amalgamation of adjoining rural areas to cities, which influence the
growth and change in urban systems [6,14–16]. It creates unique spatial and economic images [8–11].
Concurrently, it can engender influx of people, increase the demand of houses, road, and other civic
infrastructure leading to the rise in land and real estate property values [6,14,15].

Location, investment-friendly policy, international embeddedness, image of the cities, etc., are
the important drivers which attract IT industries to a city. Also, adequate urban infrastructures,
such as transportation, built up space, energy, housing, recreation facilities, etc., which can attract
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investment and knowledge workers support setting up and sustenance of the IT industry [1,5,17,18].
Apparently, the performance of the IT industry suffers in cities with inadequate urban infrastructural
facilities. For example, poor energy scenarios and congestion due to the lack of an appropriate
transportation system cause loss of effective labor hours, and in turn, productivity. Similarly, lack of
housing and entertainment facilities cause dissatisfaction and delusion among personnel of the IT
industry sector [17,19].

Literature and experience both have evidenced that location of the IT industry in the cities has
both positive and negative impacts. It has its own demands and requirements. However, it is also
argued that such industry can transform or revitalize the cities through its contribution to the economy,
infrastructure, and image building. Consequently, many countries, including China and India, have
framed policies and strategies both at the national and city level to develop sustainable IT industrial
cities and make them nationally and globally important. The policies generally focus on attracting
foreign investment, corporate tax incentives, creation of single window system, and scrapping of
licensing systems, land and building asset provisions, and creation of adequate infrastructural facilities
and social amenities, which would facilitate growth of the IT industry in cities and reinforce economic
growth [20–23]. Consequently, growth of the IT industry leading to emergence of new IT cities and
strengthening of existing IT cities has been experienced.

In the context of South African cities, the potential and opportunities for development of the
IT industry have not been explored. Further, with the South African economy in transition and the
decline of mining and manufacturing industries, an argument has emerged to explore new ways
to revitalize the medium and large cities of the country [24,25]. This argument has become more
important for cities which do not have much of the natural, mining resources, and industrial activities
for their economic vitality. Therefore, by using the case study of the city of Bloemfontein, the study
examined the perspectives of the development of the IT industry in a South African city. In other
words, it examined whether the city has the potential to develop as an IT industrial city and the
various factors that can assist in developing the IT industry in the city so that economic prosperity
can be engendered. The development of the IT industry was examined by the behavior of the various
parameters, such as earnings from the IT industry (turn over) and growth of knowledge workers under
the influence of built infrastructure development. The scenarios of the supply and demand of different
built infrastructure and energy have been examined to understand how they influence IT industrial
growth. Conversely, it also examined how the development of the IT industry would influence the
infrastructure development in the city, which would contribute to the sustainable development of the
city. However, the investigations related to the impact of the IT industry on social aspects such as
education, health, community, and cost of living, as well as environment has been kept out of the scope
of the paper. The study contributes, in terms of establishing interlinkage among infrastructure, human
resource and IT industry and their causal feedback relations, which needs to be considered while
developing policy interventions for development of sustainable IT industries in South African cities.

2. Attributes Underpinning the Development of the IT Industry and IT City

The IT industry includes both software and hardware products, although predominantly, products
are related to software development and business processing activities. Scholars have advocated that
the IT industry can become a driver for both economic development and image building [1,8,18].
Several studies show that cities have experienced economic growth because of IT industrial activities
and related investments. In other words, economic growth and IT industrial activities demonstrate a
strong positive correlation [16,26–39]. It is also generally acknowledged that IT industrial development
and the knowledge economy have contributed significantly to economic and human development
in recent years [40–42]. Further, IT products, such as software and computing materials, remain
at the heart of today’s socio-economic systems and specifically, for industries, business, and other
socio-economic activities. In the wake of the current Industry 4.0, the complexity and dynamicity of
most of the functions are IT driven. Such a scenario makes the development of the IT industry in a
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city more relevant [43]. Cities with IT or knowledge-based industry and societies are more likely to
be successful to meet the challenges that the process of globalization has posed and also to promote
inclusive development [44,45]. It is therefore unequivocally argued, that IT industrial development
will bring in both social and economic development in a city.

However, there are certain elements that are argued to be vital for the development of the IT
industry in a city. Such elements include human resource, investment, innovation, research and
development, environment, image, and more importantly, infrastructure.

According to scholars such as Komninos et al., (2013) and Van Winden, Berg, Van Den, and
Peter, (2007), Yigitcanlar, O’Connor, and Westerman, (2008) and Yigitcanlar, Velibeyoglu, and Baum,
(2008a) [18,46–48], social/human capital is vital for the development of the IT industry and more so for
the development of the city. The cities with IT industrial activities need to have intellectual capital and
should be based on the combination of the availability of knowledge workers, creative capacity of
the citizens, the exchange of institutional expertise and digital applications to organize the collective
intelligence, and capacity to innovate [47]. It is also argued that concentration of highly qualified
knowledge workers is conducive to the development of the IT industry and the cities encompassing
such activities [49,50]. The effectiveness of the IT industry and productivity depend on the availability
of IT professionals or knowledge workers to plan for, develop, maintain, and integrate information
systems applications [51]. Moreover, competency is observed to be the most important pointer for
the recruitment and retention of knowledge workers [52]. However, employee turnover is a major
challenge in the IT industry [29,53]. The tendency to leave one IT firm for the other is very strong. The
causes of turnover vary from external environmental factors such as economy, social, and physical
environment to the organizational variables such as type of industry, occupation, organization size,
payment, supervisory level, location, selection process, work environment, benefits, promotions and
growth, job satisfaction, working conditions, etc. [29,54–56].

Investment is observed to be vital to the development of the IT industry. However, in the wake
of limited investment from domestic sources and looking at the nature of the IT industry, it is found
that since the 1980s, the developing countries consider foreign direct investment (FDI) to be vital for
economic growth. Moreover, it is considered as a catalyst and growth engine for economic development,
particularly for the growth of the IT industry [57,58]. It is argued that it not only can affect the rate of
growth and level of per capita income, but it also can assist development of human capital, technology,
and innovation, which are essential requirements for the IT industry [12]. For example, IT not only
facilitates start-up businesses but also enhances their development and growth as well as facilitates
contemporary entrepreneurial endeavors [59–61]. Consequently, efforts are continuously made by the
developing countries to attract FDI [62,63].

Further, the IT industry has undergone technological and product level convergence at different
points of time; however, the core competencies of the IT companies have not been affected [64]. So,
creativity, innovation, training, and adaptation to changing scenarios also assist the long-term growth
of the IT industry and the urban areas where they are situated [49,65]. Image of a city, such as quality
of life, tourism resources, culture, competitive environment for development of new businesses, etc.,
attract both knowledge workers and skilled professionals, which encourage setting up or growth of the
IT industry in those cities [13,49,66,67]. Thus, it is advocated that creativity, innovation, and knowledge
workers assist in creation of knowledge-intensive businesses, or in other words, the IT industry.

The IT industry has critical environmental implications too. About 2% of global CO2 emissions
are accounted from the IT industry and related activities. It is also argued that IT can significantly
contribute to control and reduce 98% of CO2 emissions caused by other activities and industries [68].
Sustainable management of the environment is therefore an essential strategic component of a city that
can attract the IT industry. This includes less consumerist lifestyles, an energy mix (conventional energy
with renewable energy sources), the creation of green zones, sustainable housing with intelligent
energy measuring tools, waste compactors, vehicle recharging stations, energy-saving lamps, waste
treatment, etc., which can assist in creating safe and renewable use of the natural resources [66].
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However, infrastructure in the form of energy, mobility and accessibility, housing, and built up
space remain at the forefront of IT industry development [1,19,69–72]. Establishment of an excellent
infrastructure and using it efficiently is an essential requirement to enable the city to attract and set
up an IT industry. However, literature and evidence from IT cities revealed that growth of an IT
industry also can cause stress on the infrastructure, impact the living condition and environment [1].
For example, it can contribute to traffic congestion, pollution, increase cost of housing, etc., which need
to be taken care of. Besides, availability of land, tax incentives, supportive policy, and governance
system of the cities play a role in the development of such industry in a city [49,69].

Therefore, according to literature, the IT industry is set up and grows significantly in cities that
can attract investment, have adequate and satisfactory levels of infrastructure, high levels of living
satisfaction, less environmental stress, capacity to attract and retain talented knowledge workers
(human resources) [1,9–11,72], competitive environment for development of new business, offer
platforms for innovation and portray a creative image [17,18,21,23,47,48,64,73].

3. Case Study City: Bloemfontein

The city of Bloemfontein in South Africa was taken as the case study for this investigation. The
city is chosen as the case study because in general it could be a representative of similar cities in South
Africa such as East London, Port Elizabeth, Klerksdorp, Pietermaritzburg, Centurion, Mafikeng, etc.,
from the socio-economic and morphological point of view. Bloemfontein is one of the six major cities
of the country and forms the most important constituent of the Mangaung metropolitan municipalities.
Geographically, it is situated at the latitude of 29.133 and longitude of 26.214, which makes the city
located almost at the center of the country. The city has a spatial land area of 236.17 square kilometers
and has a population of more than 460,000 [74]. It is regarded as one of the fast-growing cities in the
country. Functionally, it is the capital city of the Free State province as well as it is the judicial capital of
South Africa, as the judicial Appellate and Supreme Court of the country are located in the city.

The city is unique in itself because of its certain functional and physical characteristics. It is
considered as the most important city in the central region of the country. Unlike other major cities
of the country, it does not have mining or marine-based resources. It also does not boast any major
tourism resource as found in other parts of the country. However, the important economic functions
include trade and service, small industrial, and some informal economic activities. The majority of the
people are employed in government services, finance, trade, transport, small industry, and informal
sector activities. It also houses several regional centers of business, corporate houses, and professional
institutions. However, in the absence of major mining activities and availability of marginal industrial
activities, it is largely regarded as a service function-oriented city.

The city has a designated central business district (CBD) and about 40 suburban areas. The
CBD has a mixed land use, although predominated by commercial and administrative activities. The
suburban areas are largely residential areas. The residential areas are of low density constituting low
rise buildings. The industries are located towards the periphery of the city. However, in recent years,
decentralization of various urban functions has been experienced and new centers in and around the
residential sub urban areas have been created.

The city is accessible from all parts of the country by all the three modes of transportation
such as, road, rail, and air. However, rail transportation is confined to freight movement only. An
international airport is located in the city, which provides connecting flights to the major cities of South
Africa and abroad. The city has also adequate civic infrastructure and services such as water supply,
sanitation, sewerage, and solid waste management system, which are provided by the Mangaung
Metro Municipality.

One of the major potentials of the city is the availability of educational facilities. Some of the
schools located in the city are well recognized in the country. Two out of the total 23 universities in the
country are in the city. The two universities offer tertiary education to almost 50,000 students. More
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than 1000 skilled and competent graduates belonging to scientific, engineering, and technology fields
are generated per year from the universities and colleges in and around the city.

Information technology (IT), communication sector, and internet have a reasonable presence.
Most of the parts of the city are well connected by broad band and wireless connectivity. Although, IT
industrial activities do not have a significant presence, they are starting to place their foot. Currently,
there are about 27 software-related industries engaged in both software development and providing
services to the local market, although at a smaller scale. More than 600 professionals are estimated to
be directly employed in the sector, who are engaged in software development or providing IT and
communication-related services.

Another significant aspect of the city is that the city government has made economic growth
one of the major thrust areas for its sustainable development. However, in the absence of major
industrial, mining, tourism activities, etc., experts, planners, and some academicians argue that there is
a very meagre opportunity for large scale economic development unless a paradigm shift is made, and
innovative economic activities based on its potential are engendered. Consequently, looking at the
availability of an acceptable level of transportation and civic infrastructure, educational facilities and
potential availability skilled personnel, particularly in the scientific and engineering field, an argument
has emerged that IT industrial activities can bring significant economic growth to the city and can
create a distinct image.

4. Methodology

Epistemological positivism philosophical approach underpins this study. Based on this
philosophical approach, a mixed method of research design was adopted [75]. First, a survey
research methodology was adopted to collect both quantitative and qualitative data. The data collected
were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. Both qualitative and quantitative data collection
and subsequent analyses were conducted because of the lack of availability of adequate structured and
statistical data related to the study area. A system dynamics (SD) modeling approach was employed
as it can capture complex relationships and causal feedback effects, which is found to be suitable for
understanding the non-linear complex problems related to urban systems. The details of the data
collection, data analyses, and SD modeling are discussed in the following sub sections.

4.1. Input Data, Constraints, and Assumptions

Data from both primary and secondary sources were collected. Statistical (secondary) data
was collected from authentic published and unpublished literatures, reports, and documents of
organizations such as Statistics, SA, Mangaung Metro municipality, IT industry, CENTLEC, etc. Two
types of surveys, such as the households survey and IT industry survey, were conducted to collect
the primary data. The surveys were conducted among a total number of 240 selected households
and 15 IT industries located in the city. The sample size for the household survey is deemed to be
adequate at a confidence level of 95%, and confidence interval of 6.3% at the worst-case percentage of
50% and therefore accepted. The household survey was conducted in six suburban areas of the city
which included the CBD at the center and five suburbs such as Dan Piennar in the north, Universitas
in the south, Langenhoven park in the south west, Fichrardtpark in the west, and Heidedal in the east.
These areas were selected based on their geographical location, demographic characteristics, land use,
infrastructure availability, and spatial characteristics so that they represent the heterogeneity of the
city. The survey was administered through a stratified random sampling survey method by using
pre-tested questionnaires at the households’ level. The number of households surveyed in the sub
urban areas ranged between 40 and 60 based on proportionate distribution of population in those
areas. The household data was used to understand the general infrastructural scenarios of the city.

The IT industry survey was conducted by following a random sampling process. The number of
IT industries surveyed constitutes more than 50% of the total number of companies available in the city,
therefore the sample size is deemed adequate. The data collected was used to understand the types
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of activities being undertaken by different companies under the IT industry, number of employees,
earning (turn over), exports, infrastructure demand, challenges, and opportunities of the IT industry in
the city. Further, discussions with experts and professionals related to urban development, real estate,
energy field, and the IT industry were made to understand and corroborate the factors, which could
influence the setting up and growth of the IT industry in the city.

Initially, the data collected were checked for reliability by means of Cronbach’s alpha test and
consistency by use of standard deviation. Then, relevant statistical analyses such as tabulation and
percentage analysis were used to identify the major factors that influence the setting up and growth of
the IT industry and the inputs for the development and simulation of the SD model. The tabulation and
percent analysis of the data collected from the household survey was conducted for parametrization or
identifying the major factors as no structured statistical data relating to earnings from the IT industry
and infrastructure such as housing, energy, built up space for IT industry, water supply and sanitation,
local transportation human resources, and environment and image were available. The lack of statistical
data compelled to use the primary data, specifically the perceptions of the respondents to examine
the relative influence of the parameters on the location of the IT industry. However, the responses
from the household survey were corroborated from the qualitative data collected through discussion
from experts and professionals. The qualitative data collected from the experts and professionals were
analyzed by using narrative and interpretative methods.

Further, the data collected from the IT industry with regards to earnings from exports, human
resource, rate of growth of earning, rate of growth and attrition rate of human resources, investment,
etc., were analyzed on aggregate basis to observe their mean values and used as inputs to initialize
and simulate the SD model. Also, input data regarding various infrastructure such as houses, built
up space, energy, and their growth rates collected from the various organizations were analyzed on
aggregate basis by use of descriptive statistics, such as mean values, and used to develop the model.

4.2. Systems Applications and Systems Dynamics in Urban Development Modeling

Since a city is a complex system where various subsystems such as infrastructure, IT industry, and
human resource are interdependent and interlinked to each other, and many variables belonging to the
subsystems and the city as a system have causal feedback relations, at the heart of the methodological
frame work of this paper, the systems theory and applied systems analysis (ASA) implied SD modeling
approach was found suitable and thus considered. Systems theory and ASA implied SD modeling uses
explicit causal-effect assumptions between related variables in a system [76]. In other words, causal
relations between different elements of a system are explicitly brought out by causal loop diagrams.
Consequently, it offers means to capture complex relationships and feedback effects within a set of
interrelated activities and processes [77–80], providing policy makers with a practical tool, which can
be used to solve complex wicked problems [81]. It provides a structured way of analyzing complex
interrelationships that are problematic or simply of interest to mankind and assist in evolving policy
interventions for complex problems [82]. From the quantitative representation of the relationships,
the SD modeling [83] is also grounded in the control theory [84] and modern theory of nonlinear
dynamics [85]. The model is built using stocks and flows, and represented by stock and flows diagrams.
SD has been a useful simulation tool to understand the complex processes and to experiment with
scenarios and policies for an urban system.

The SD model was developed and simulated under different scenarios of policy interventions to
examine the perspectives of the IT industry in the city. For this purpose, first causal loop diagrams
(CLD), among influential factors, were developed followed by development of stock flow diagrams
(structure) and mathematical simulation model and scenario analysis [81,86–88].

5. Modeling

The model to examine the perspective of the IT industry in Bloemfontein was developed by
following a systematic process. Initially, the factors that could predominately influence the set up of
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the IT industry and status of the variables that are essential for the development of the sub models
and the integrated model were established from the results obtained from the statistical analyses of
the data collected from the households and IT industry survey, as well as from the secondary sources
and expert discussions. Then, CLDs were developed to observe the feedback relationships among
the variables, to conceptualize the sub models and the model, and to develop dynamic hypotheses.
Further, the structure or stock flow diagram was built, and then mathematical simulation model was
developed. The model was then simulated to examine the behavior of the IT industry under different
scenarios of policy interventions.

5.1. Factors Influencing IT Industry in the City

Table 1 presents the status of various factors, which have bearings on the IT industry development
in the city. The factors were evaluated from the perceptions of the respondents from the households’
survey and the IT industry survey conducted in the city for the said purpose. Expert opinions were also
used to corroborate the findings of the statistical analyses. The factors were classified under several
categories, such as infrastructure, environment and image, investment, policy, and human resource.
The factors were evaluated based on the challenges they create in the city. It was found that under the
infrastructure, housing, energy (electrical), and built up space for IT industry are the major challenges.
More than 88% of the respondents perceived housing as a major challenge in general, and according
to the urban development experts and IT industry professionals, it remains vital to attract quality
knowledge workers to the city to work in the IT industry. As the real estate development experts
and IT professionals discussed, houses of specific quality that are suitable for high paid personnel in
the IT industry are limited. More than 80% of the respondents also believed that energy is a major
challenge, particularly for the industry. A discussion with experts from the energy sector in the city
and IT industry professionals revealed that currently, there is not much of a supply challenge or
availability of energy in the city except during crises or power outage in exigency situations. Also,
the city is not likely to face significant energy challenges in the future. However, the major challenge
is the cost of energy (tariff of energy), particularly for the industry sector. The survey also revealed
that a significant challenge exists with regards to availability of built up space, particularly for the IT
industry. Currently, the IT industry functions mostly from rented buildings in commercial or office
complexes. The available spaces are inadequate in terms of quantity and quality. No specific built up
spaces such as IT parks and special industrial or economic zones, which could bolster the IT industrial
activities, exist in the city as per the opinions of the professionals from the IT industry. However, other
infrastructures such as water supply and sanitation facilities and the local road transportation system
are currently adequate and seem not to influence the IT industry directly.

According to the people (Table 1), local environment in terms of pollution and living conditions is
not a major challenge. However, according to IT professionals, the city does not pose an economic
image. Further, according to IT industry professionals, the IT policy of the country and incentives for
the location of the industry in the city (or region) (according to 53.33% of IT industry professionals) are
not largely conducive. Moreover, the city does not have an IT policy of its own, and thus does not
provide any incentives for setting up an IT industry in the city.

According to the IT industry survey (Table 1), investment in terms of investment in general
industrial development, and specifically in the IT industry, remains a concern. However, according
to the people surveyed and supported by IT industry professionals and urban development experts
in the city, investment in infrastructure such as upgradation, maintenance, and creation of physical
infrastructure is not a major concern as the metro municipal corporation makes provision in its budget
regularly, although to a limited extent.
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Table 1. Factors (challenges) influencing location of the Information Technology (IT) industry.

Parameters Number of
Responses Percent Sources Remarks

Infrastructure

Housing 212 88.33 HH survey
Corroborated real estate by

experts and IT industry
professionals

Energy
(electrical power) 192 80.41 HH survey Corroborated by Energy

experts and IT professionals
Build up space for

IT industry 176 73.33 HH survey Corroborated by Urban
planners and IT professionals

Water supply and
sanitation 82 34.16 HH survey

Local transportation 73 30.41 HH survey

Environment and Image

Local environment 112 46.67 HH survey
Economic image 162 67.5 HH survey IT professionals

Policy

IT policy of the
county 8 53.33 IT industry survey

IT policy of the city 10 66.67 IT industry survey
Incentives for
location of IT

industry
8 53.33 IT industry survey

Investment

Investment in IT
industry 9 60.0 IT industry survey

Investment in
general industry 8 53.33 IT industry survey

Investment in
infrastructure 7 46.67 HH survey Corroborated by experts

Human Resources

Availability of skilled
human resources 8 53.33 IT industry survey

Attrition rate of
human resource 11 73.33 IT industry survey

Potential availability
of human resources 7 46.67 IT industry survey

Note: Higher values (>50%) indicate major challenges and lower values (<50%) indicate lesser or no challenges)
(Sample size for household survey (N) = 240, Sample size of IT industry survey (N) = 15).

Human resource forms one of the core components of the IT industry development. The scenario
of human resource was examined in terms of availability of the skilled knowledge worker, attrition
rate of knowledge workers, and potential availability of knowledge workers in the city. According to
the IT industry, the attrition rate is very high and current availability of the knowledge workers is
a major concern. However, the city has potential for availability of the knowledge workers because
of the location of the two universities in the city as well as the availability of a number of colleges
and universities in and around the city from where a significant number of sciences, engineering, and
technology graduates emerges every year.

Thus, based on the survey results and discussion with the experts and industry professionals,
human resource (knowledge workers), and infrastructure in terms of housing, energy (energy tariff),
and built up space for the IT industry are taken as the major factors, which could influence the
development of the IT industry in the city and are used in the model building. Further, consideration
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for investment from the IT industry in the concerned infrastructure as a feedback is also made in
the model development. However, social factors, environment, and economic image are taken as
exogenous factors and presumed that they will be qualitatively influenced by the development of the
IT industry in the long run.

5.2. Conceptual Modeling: Use of Causal Loop Diagrams

Based on the four important factors, such as human resource (knowledge worker), housing,
energy, and built up space for the IT industry and their influence on the development of the IT industry
in the city, CLDs were developed and used to build conceptual SD models. CLDs are constructed based
on the feedback relationships among the variables. Conceptual sub models for each of the factors were
developed by considering the CLDs and the various parameters influencing each factor. Further, an
integrated conceptual SD model was developed by integrating the above mentioned four factors with
the IT industry (in terms of earnings from the IT industry) and their causal feedback relationships to
extract dynamic hypotheses, which could form the base of the developing policy interventions for the
development of the IT industry. The conceptual sub models for each factor and the integrated model
were then utilized to develop stock flow diagram and a computational simulation model. The CLDs
and conceptual models for each factor and integrated conceptual SD model are discussed below.

5.2.1. Human Resource (Knowledge Worker) Sub Model

The critical human resource in the IT industry is the knowledge workers. Knowledge workers
directly impact the earnings from the IT industry. Figure 1 presents the conceptual SD model for
knowledge workers. The availability of the knowledge workers depends on the normal inflow of
knowledge workers from the local universities and from outside if conditions are right, such as
competitive salary and suitable infrastructure and facilities. So, availability of knowledge workers
and general inflow of knowledge workers form reinforcing causal loop R1. However, attrition of the
knowledge worker is a major cause of reduction in the availability of knowledge workers. Attrition
occurs because of the lack of adequate infrastructure, such as houses fit for such personnel and lack of
appropriate economic image and competitive environment. Furthermore, lack of competitive salary or
lack of incentives discourages people to join or encourages to leave the IT industry. Thus, attrition of
knowledge workers creates balancing loop B1 with the availability of knowledge worker. However,
it is envisaged, that the balancing loop B1 can be countered by the reinforcing loop R1 by offering
appropriate incentives, creating a competitive image, and strengthening the infrastructure.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 34 
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Figure 1. Conceptual sub model for knowledge workers.
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In the sub model, the knowledge worker is the stock variable which is defined by (1) and the rate
variables knowledge worker inflow and attrition rate are defined by (2) and (3):

Knowledge worker (t) = Knowledge worker (t0) +∫ t
t0

Knowledge worker (t0) × (Knowledge_worker_growth_rate d − Attrition rate)

× dt,
(1)

Knowledge worker growth rate = Knowledge workers × Knowledge worker growth rate fraction, (2)

Attrition rate = Knowledge workers × Attrition rate fraction. (3)

5.2.2. Housing Sub Model

Figure 2 shows the conceptual SD sub model for the housing in the city. Housing is found to be a
critical infrastructure that attracts or dissuades knowledge workers to join the IT industry in the city.
There is also normal inflow of houses and the city has adequate stock of houses for normal use by the
residents. However, due to the increase in population, there is an increased demand for the houses,
consequently new construction occurs. On the other hand, the stock of houses is reducing because of
normal depreciation and degradation of the houses, which forms a balancing loop B2. However, the
inflow of houses because of new construction causes a reinforcing loop R2 and is likely to reinforce
the housing stock. Although the demand for houses largely engenders from the population of the
city, there is an additional demand for houses because of the significant student population. However,
the knowledge workers have a demand for a specific quality (such as safe, fully furnished, and with
amenities) of houses, which are not largely available. The demand for such houses also adds to the
demand of houses in the city. Thus, investment for new construction including the construction of
specific type houses suitable for knowledge workers and refurbishment of the degraded houses will
increase housing supply in the city, which will be able to meet the demands of the human resource of the
IT industry, including that of knowledge workers. This scenario is envisaged to further strengthen the
reinforcing loop R2 and likely to counter the balancing loop B2. Consequently, housing infrastructure
will become an important attracting factor for knowledge workers in their decision making to work in
the city.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 34 
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Figure 2. Conceptual sub model for houses.

In the sub model, the houses in the city is the stock variable which is defined by (4) and the rate
variables housing inflow and reduction rate of houses are defined by (5) and (6):

Number of houses (t) = Number of houses (t0) +
∫ t

t0
Number of houses (t0) ×

(House construction rate − Degradation rate − Degradation rate) × dt,
(4)
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Houses inflow rate = Number of houses × (New construction rate fraction + refurbishing rate fraction), (5)

Housing reduction rate = Number of houses × (Degradation rate fraction + Depreciation rate fraction). (6)

5.2.3. Built Up Space Sub Model

Built up space is crucial for the operation of the IT industry. There is a specific requirement for
built up space for knowledge workers and the operation of IT industrial activities. The conceptual
sub model developed for the built-up space in the city is presented in the Figure 3. Currently, there
is a meagre availability of specific built up space available for the IT industry although a significant
amount of built up spaces for other professional and commercial activities are available. The IT
industry is mostly operating in the rented commercial spaces. Although, new constructions are found
to strengthen the built-up space in the city, a reduction in the built-up space is experienced because
of depreciation and change of functions of the spaces. So, the built-up space for the IT industry and
reduction in built up space form a disruptive loop B3 and cause in the reduction of the built-up space
stock in the city. Further, if a new IT industry is set up, a further demand for built up space will arise
aggravating the current scenario. However, investment for new construction will increase the inflow of
built up space, which will strengthen the built up space stock through reinforcing loop R3, and likely
to balance the disruptive mechanism B3. Further, the refurbishing of the degraded built up space will
add to the built up space stock, which consequently is able to meet the demand of the IT industry and
assist the IT industry growth.
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The stock variable built up space for IT in industries in the city is defined by (7) and the rate
variables built up space inflow and reduction of built up space are defined by (8) and (9):

Built up space (t) = Built up space (t0) +
∫ t

t0
Built up space (t0) ×

(Built up space inflow rate − Built up space reduction rate) × dt,
(7)

Built up inflow rate = Built up space × (New built up construction rate fraction + refurbishing rate fraction), (8)

Built up space reduction rate = Built up space × (Degradation rate fraction + Depreciation
rate fraction + Change in function fraction).

(9)

5.2.4. Energy Sub Model

Energy (or uninterrupted power supply) is very important for the efficient functioning of the IT
industry. So, energy is an important requirement for the IT industry development in the city. The
city procures the energy from ESKOM (Electricity Supply Commission), a public sector company
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in the country, and distributes through CENTLEC (SOC) Ltd. (CENTLEC), a power distribution
company under the Mangaung metro municipality. All the industries in the city, including the IT
industry, procure energy for their requirement from CENTLEC. The energy supply is also reinforced
by the energy available from the renewable sources such as solar energy in the city. However, it is
noted that the availability of renewable energy in the system is not significant and does not contribute
significantly to total energy supply. A discussion with the professionals from the energy industry
revealed that although it is promoted theoretically, the availability and its contribution to the system
will remain limited for a foreseeable period. The reason behind this challenge is the lack of renewable
energy infrastructure and the need for significant initial investment to develop such infrastructure.
Furthermore, although renewable energy can be argued to supplement the energy supply at the
individual household level or at some organization level, according to professionals and experts of
the IT industry, it is not a viable option as the IT industry itself or the institutions related to energy
generation, supply, and distribution are not geared up to develop renewable energy infrastructure
within a foreseeable future independently or institutionally. However, renewable energy harvested by
the individual households and organization is likely to supplement the energy supply from CENTLEC.
Therefore, renewable energy has been considered as a part of the total energy supply in the city.
Currently, there is not much challenge with regards to meeting the energy demand of the city. So,
energy procurement from CENTLEC and energy for the IT industry form a reinforcing causal loop R4
of demand and supply (Figure 4). However, the major challenge is the cost of energy (or energy tariff)
for the industry, which is argued to be expensive and thus, causes obstacles in the development of the
IT industry in the city leading to lesser use through the disruptive loop B4. So, R4 is getting balanced
by B4 and does not assist in the development of the IT industry (Figure 4). Thus, there is a need to
make the availability of energy at an affordable tariff for the IT industry for its growth.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 34 
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5.2.5. Influence of Parameters in Combination on the IT Industry: Integrated Model

Figure 5 presents the conceptual integrated model for the development of the IT industry in the city.
The model was developed by considering the influence of the four factors, such as knowledge worker,
housing, energy, and built up space and their interlinkage with the IT industry. The development of
the IT industry is measured by the earnings from the IT industry. As the availability of knowledge
workers is vital for the earnings from the IT industry (according to experts from the IT industry,
use of knowledge workers and work hours are major determinants of the costing of projects and
earnings from them), both the variables develop a reinforcing causal feedback relationship. In other
words, earnings from the IT industry increases because of the availability of knowledge workers and
as earning increases, inflow of knowledge workers also increases. Consequently, both the stocks
show positive growth. The CLD is represented by the reinforcing loop R5. Further, higher earnings
enable the IT industry to invest in the housing required for the knowledge workers, making the
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desired quality of housing infrastructure available in the city, which would attract or influence the
knowledge workers’ decision to come and work in the city, thus enhancing the knowledge worker
pool. Consequently, it reinforces the earnings from the IT industry through CLD R5A. Thus, R5A
reinforces the feedback mechanism R5. However, the investment from the IT industry directly on
the education and for improvement of the living conditions of the city in general and consequent
feedback on the human resource stock have not been considered in the model development. As per
the opinions of the IT industry experts discussed with this could be a limitation of the IT industry
in terms of direct contribution. Also, according to urban development and policy experts, since the
metro municipality and government make budgetary provisions and regular investments for such
social aspects, specific focus in this direction seems to be highly unlikely. However, there could be
indirect effects. Further, higher availability of energy (at an affordable tariff) will allow the IT industry
to function efficiently, which will lead to higher earnings from the IT industry. Consequently, it will
enable the IT industry to invest in energy, which will facilitate the knowledge workers to be more
productive, thus bolstering the earnings from the industry. This phenomenon is represented by CLD
R5B. Thus, CLD R5B complements the CLD R5 and strengthens the IT industry. Similarly, built up
space for the IT industry, will allow the industry to function without any uncertainty, which will also
produce a heathy physical work environment. This in turn will enable the knowledge workers to work
more efficiently and produce more leadings to higher earnings. Higher earnings will make the industry
invest further in built up infrastructure. The phenomenon works through a feedback loop R5C. Thus,
R5C reinforces the feedbacks mechanism R5. Consequently, the parent feedback mechanism between
knowledge workers and earnings from the IT industry is reinforced by the three feedback mechanisms
because of housing (R5A), energy (R5B), and built up space (R5C) for the industry. Therefore, it is
envisaged that the combined effect of knowledge workers, infrastructure such as houses, energy, and
built up space will enhance earnings from the IT industry in the city. Also, as a corollary, employment
opportunities, particularly in the IT industry, will increase. The enhancement of earnings from the IT
industry and increase in employment opportunities will contribute to the economic growth of the IT
industry and the city.
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However, it is also argued and evidenced from different cities across the world that higher earnings
from the IT industry is likely to lead to higher growth of the city in terms of increase in size, population,
employment opportunities, etc. Consequently, there will be increased pressure on the infrastructure
and increase in cost of living and degradation of the environment. However, these aspects of impact on
the cost of living, increase in cost of use of infrastructure, pressure on infrastructure, and degradation
of environment are kept out of the scope of the model development.

5.3. Quantitative Model and Simulated Scenarios

A stock flow diagram and then quantitative model (see stock flow diagram in Appendix B:
Figure A1) was developed to observe the behavior of the IT industry in the city under different
simulated scenarios. While developing the model, the postulated causal feedback mechanisms as
discussed in the Section 5.2 were considered as the dynamic hypotheses. The behavior of the IT
industry was examined under two major variables such as earnings from the IT industry and growth
of knowledge workers in the industry. Further, scenarios of specific quality houses suitable for
IT industry and built up space for the IT industry were examined. For this purpose, the city was
considered as a system and IT industry was taken as a subsystem of the city and both have causal
feedback relationships. Housing, human resource built up space for the IT industry, and energy are
the components of the IT subsystem although they also influence the city system. The earnings from
the IT industry, investment from it, and the knowledge workers in the industry are the endogenous
parameters, while infrastructure such as houses, built up space, and energy and related variables were
taken as exogenous variables. There are five types of stocks such as population, houses, built up space,
knowledge workers, and earnings from the IT industry in the system. The stock variable earnings from
the IT industry is influenced by the other three stocks such as knowledge workers, houses, and built
up space. Population influences the housing stock. However, energy in terms of tariff is considered as
an auxiliary variable because the system does not produce any energy, rather procures energy from
outside sources, such as from the national grid (ESKOM). These stocks are dependent on a number of
rate variables. Population is dependent on the birth rate, death rate, immigration, and outmigration
rates. The housing stock is dependent on the rate variables, such as housing construction growth
rate, housing refurbishing rate, housing depreciation rate, and housing degradation rate. Built up
space is influenced by rate variables, such as built up space construction growth rate, built up space
depreciation rate, built up space degradation rate, built up space change of function rate, built up
space refurbishing rate. Knowledge worker stock is dependent on the normal knowledge worker
growth rate, and attrition rate of knowledge workers. Under the normal conditions, such as in the
current state, the earnings from the IT industry is taken as a function of the normal growth rate of
the earnings from the IT industry. Initially, SD sub models for population, housing, built up space,
knowledge workers (human resources), and earnings from the IT industry were developed. Under the
housing sector, the demand and supply scenario of the total houses for the city and specific quality
of houses for the IT industry knowledge workers were assessed. Similarly, the demand and supply
scenario of built up space was assessed from the sub model developed for the built-up space for the IT
industry. The energy scenario was assessed by use of ratio of perspective energy tariff and current
tariff. As envisaged, these three variables, in addition to the endogenous variables of the IT industry,
influence attraction, retention, or attrition of the knowledge workers, which is vital for the growth of
the IT industry. Therefore, the influence of these variables was integrated into the knowledge worker
sub model to examine the growth of knowledge workers under different conditions. The integration
was made by use of table functions of the ratios of demand and supply of specific quality houses and
built up space for the IT industry, ratio of perspective, and current energy tariff. Then, the knowledge
worker sub model was integrated into the initial earnings from the IT industry sub model by use of
a table function developed considering the influence of knowledge workers on earnings from the
IT industry. The table functions were established based on historical data and expert opinions. The
investment from the IT industry in the infrastructure, such as housing, built up space, and energy
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functions as a feedback to reinforce the infrastructure of the city, which in turn assists to attract and
retain the knowledge workers and consequently reinforces the IT industry. The stock variable earnings
from the IT industry is defined by (10):

Earning from IT industry (t) = Earning from IT industry (t0) +∫ t
t0

Earning from IT industry (t0) × (Earningnormalgrowthrate) × dt +∫ t
t0

Earning from Knowledge workers (t0) × (Knowledge worker growth rate ×

(ratio of built up (t) and (t0) + ratio of houses (t) and (t0) +

ratio of energy tariff(t) and (t0))) × dt.

(10)

The various variables, used to develop the sub models, and the model are presented in Table 2.
The variables were initialized at the base year 2018.

Table 2. Status of the variables influencing the IT industry.

Variables Current Status Remarks

Earnings from the IT industry Stock Per year
No of houses stock Per year
Population stock Per year
Build up space for the IT industry stock Per year
Knowledge workers (Human resource) Stock Per year
Housing construction rate Rate +
Housing depreciation rate Rate −

Housing degradation rate Rate −

Housing refurbishment rate Rate +
Built up space construction rate Rate +
Built up space depreciation rate Rate −

Built up space degradation rate Rate −

Built up space refurbishment rate Rate +
Built up space change of function rate Rate −

Knowledge worker’s inflow growth rate Rate +
Attrition rate Rate −

Population Birth rate Rate +
Population Death rate Rate −

Population immigration rate Rate +
Population outmigration rate Rate −

Energy (tariff) auxiliary
Investment auxiliary
Demand for houses auxiliary
Supply of houses auxiliary
Demand for specific quality houses auxiliary
Supply of specific quality houses auxiliary
Ratio of supply and demand of specific quality houses auxiliary
Supply of built up space auxiliary
Demand for built up space auxiliary
Ratio of supply and demand of built up space auxiliary
Ratio of perspective and current energy tariff auxiliary

The model (structure or stock flow of the model) (see Appendix B) was built by using Powersim
software and employing algorithms (Appendix A). The model was validated first by checking the
causal feedbacks relationships with exerts from the IT industry and urban development and modifying
them suitably. Further, structure verification test and checking the algorithms were made to eradicate
any anomalies and to make the model robust. The validated model was then simulated to make
scenario analyses. The simulation time unit was taken as one year from the base year 2018, up to a
maximum projected period of 20 years (until the year 2038). The simulation was made by using the
Euler integration method with a time step of 0.03150.
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Several scenarios were developed based on the changes in the status of the various variables and
causal feedback linked policy interventions. The various conditions (to be used for policy options) for
development of simulated scenarios are presented in Table 3. However, from a number of simulated
scenarios developed, only four simulated scenarios such as normal-business as usual, pessimistic,
optimistic, and perceived (feasible) scenarios based on the combined influence of infrastructure and
knowledge workers (human resources) and their causal feedbacks were used to examine the behavior
of the IT industry in terms of the growth of knowledge workers and earnings from the IT industry and
were discussed in this paper. Further, the scenarios of housing of specific quality suitable for the IT
industry and built up space for the IT industry were examined by the ratio of supply and demand of
both the variables. Business as usual scenario indicates that no growth or reduction from the current
status of various variables will occur and no policy interventions will be made. Pessimistic scenario
implies that there would be increase in the energy tariff by 50% of the current value, no specific quality
houses, and no new built up space for the IT industry, as well as no investment from the IT industry
would be made. Optimistic scenario means that there would be a possibility of significant increase
in investment from the IT industry (increase by 30%), energy tariff will be reduced by 30% from the
current rate, 20% increase in specific quality houses suitable for the IT industry, and 30% increase in
built up space for the IT industry. Under the perceived scenario, the investment from the IT industry
would increase by 10%, energy tariff would reduce by 20% from the current rate, 10% increase in
specific quality houses suitable for knowledge workers, and 20% increase in built up space specifically
built for the IT industry.

Table 3. Simulation scenarios.

Sl No. Scenario Variation in Conditions in the Feedback Mechanisms

1 Normal scenario Business as usual and current growth rate of all the rate variables
remain unchanged during the projected period.

2 Houses Increase of special quality houses for knowledge workers by minimum
0% to maximum 30% of the current level.

3 Energy Energy tariff varies between maximum reduction of 30% to maximum
increase of 50% of the current level.

4 Built up space for
IT industry

Increase of built up space for the IT industry from minimum 0% to
maximum 30% of the current level.

5 Investment from
IT industry

Increase in investment from the IT industry in infrastructure
development from minimum 0% to maximum 30% of the current level.

6. Simulated Results and Discussion

As mentioned in the Section 5.3, the model was simulated under different scenarios by considering
the influence of different variables linked to the dynamic hypotheses (based on and causal feedback
relationships). Sensitivity analysis was conducted by use of the table functions premised upon the
real-life scenarios as per the perceptions of the exerts and stakeholder. The simulations were conducted
to observe the behavior of the IT industry under the four above mentioned scenarios such as business
as usual, pessimistic, optimistic, and feasible. The perspective of the IT industry was examined by
observing the behavior of the four variables such as earnings from the IT industry, knowledge workers,
specific quality of houses for knowledge workers, and built up space for the IT industry.

6.1. Earnings from the IT Industry

Figure 6 presents the behavior of (growth) earning from the IT industry. The results indicate that
under the business as usual scenario, the earnings from the IT industry will grow at a very marginal
rate to attain a value of maximum 2.4 times of the current earnings by the projected year 2038. However,
the growth of the earnings will remain almost static over the projected period under the pessimistic
scenario. As evident from results, the earnings from the IT industry may rise at a significant rate over
the projected period under the optimistic scenario. Under that circumstances, the earnings can reach
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a level of 15 times the current value by the projected year 2038. It is also seen that the earnings will
grow at a gradual rate from the year 2018 to 2028, however it will show a sharp rise from the year 2028
to 2038. The perceived scenario indicates that the IT industry earnings can reach up to 9.6 times of
the current value at the end of the projected year, implying a significant growth. However, this will
follow a significant but gradual growth over the projected period. Thus, it is implied that if no policy
interventions are made and the condition of the IT industry is left as it is currently, it will show a very
meagre growth, while if certain conditions, such as tariff of energy, are increased and built up space
and housing infrastructure were not built, the earnings from the industry will remain almost static.
However, if appropriate policy interventions are made to provide appropriate infrastructure in terms
of specific quality of housing and built up space to attract knowledge workers and energy tariff is
optimally reduced, then the earnings from the IT industry will grow significantly.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 34 
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6.2. Growth of Knowledge Workers (Human Resource)

The knowledge worker is considered as an important parameter for the growth of the IT industry
and earnings from the IT industry. Figure 7 presents the growth of knowledge workers under different
simulated scenarios. It is found that under the business as usual scenario, the knowledge worker stock
will increase at a low rate but gradually will reach about 2.2 times the current number of knowledge
workers. However, under pessimistic scenario the growth will be very marginal and only an increase
of about 31% may be expected. Under the optimistic scenario, the growth of knowledge workers shows
a sharp rise particularly after the year 2021, reaching up to 6.00 times the current knowledge worker
numbers by the end of projected year 2038. The perceived scenario presents a more gradual rise until
the year 2023, after which the increase is more significant, and the number of knowledge workers will
reach about 4.60 times the current level. Thus, it is indicated that if appropriate conditions are created,
such as provision of housing, and built up space for IT industry are made, then knowledge workers
will be attracted to the city, benefiting the IT industry in the city significantly.
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6.3. Growth in Infrastructure (Houses and Built up Space)

As mentioned earlier, under infrastructure, only houses and built up space for the IT industry
were examined. Figure 8 presents the scenario of ratio of supply and demand of specific quality houses
suitable for the IT industry personnel in the city. As evident from Figure 8, under the business as
usual scenario, the ratio of supply and demand is about 0.7 in the current state, which is expected to
decrease gradually over the projected period indicating significant unavailability of suitable quality of
houses for the IT industry personnel. The situation will be exacerbated under the pessimistic scenario
when there will be no investment from the IT industry, or no policy interventions are made from the
city. However, contrary to this, if a large investment is made specifically for construction of such
houses, as well as refurbishment of the degraded houses are made under optimistic scenario, the ratio
of supply and demand will be high (gap between supply and demand will be very meagre) during
the initial years, although the ratio may decrease gradually. This implies that under this scenario,
there will be adequate availability of such houses during the initial years, although it may reduce
later years because of more demand. However, the gap between supply and demand will be much
lesser than the business as usual or pessimistic scenarios. The perceived scenario depicts that at an
appropriate investment from the IT industry and refurbishment of the degraded houses to a specific
standard suitable for IT industry human resource, the demand and supply scenario will remain within
acceptable limits. It shows that supply will be at the 80% levels of the demand for the first five years,
but will decrease gradually over the projected years. This indicates that the demand of such houses
will remain if growth of the IT industry occurs in the city, however, with policy interventions, the gap
between supply and demand will be reduced significantly. The higher supply of quality houses will
also reinforce the housing infrastructure in the city.

Figure 9 presents the ratio of supply and demand of built up space for the IT industry. It is seen,
that under the business as usual scenario, there is a considerable gap between the demand and supply
and it is likely to increase. Although the ratio is currently high, it will show significant reduction
indicating that supply will not be able to match the demand. This scenario will be aggravated under
the pessimistic scenario. This implies that if no policy interventions are made and certain conditions
deteriorate, such as no investment occur from the IT industry, the supply of built up space will be
drastically lower than the demand. On the other hand, there may be a significant change in the
supply and demand status under the optimistic scenario. Initially the supply will match the demand,
although it may show a gradual decrease for a few years from (2022 to 2028), after which it will again
show gradual increase to meet the demand. However, if reasonable investments are made from the
IT industry to create the built-up space for the IT industry and refurbishments of the degraded or
unsuitable spaces under a perceived scenario, a gradual rise in the supply of built up space will be
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attained and the gap between supply and demand will decline gradually. It is also indicated that if the
IT industry grows in the city, a significant demand for the built-up space will occur over the projected
years, however, the supply will also increase significantly, which will reinforce the built-up space in
the IT industry and in the city.
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6.4. Discussion

It is evident from the results that knowledge workers play a crucial role in the development of
the IT industry. The earnings from the IT industry largely depend on the knowledge workers, which
has corroborated the findings of other scholars [1,17–19]. However, knowledge workers have specific
demands and requirements to be attracted to a city or place to work. The foremost requirements are
appropriate infrastructure, such as high-quality houses, and working conditions, such as built up
space [1,5,17–19,71,72]. It is seen from the results of this study that the stock of knowledge workers
rises with the availability of the specific quality of houses and built up infrastructure, and consequently
assists in the growth of the IT industry.

Further, it is evident from this study, that energy remains a vital infrastructure for the growth
of the IT industry. While availability of energy remains an important parameter [1,72], the cost of
energy in combination with other infrastructure also plays an important role in the growth of the IT
industry, as it provides an incentive to situate the industry in a city. Thus, policy interventions for the
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availability of appropriate infrastructure in terms of houses, built up infrastructure, and optimization
of energy tariff to encourage the IT industry, along with attracting the knowledge workers to the city,
will enhance the perspectives of the IT industry in Bloemfontein.

7. Conclusions

South African cities are facing a transition. The predominant economic activities, such as mining
and conventional industrial activities, are on the wane. Most of the cities are depending on the
service activities. The situation of the cities without such specific industrial, mining, or tourism
activities are more challenging. At the same time, the governance systems of the country and cities are
envisaging to make the cities sustainable and smart. Among the key areas of interventions identified,
are infrastructure and economic growth. Under these premise arguments, a paradigm shift has
emerged to move away from the conventional economic activities and institute progressive knowledge
oriented economic activities. Therefore, the objective of the study was to examine the potential for
the development of the IT industry in South African cities. In other words, the study examined the
various factors that can assist in developing the IT industry in a city and what policy interventions
are necessary to enhance the earnings from the IT industry, knowledge workers, and infrastructure
for the IT industry such as houses and built up space for the industry. The study was conducted by
using the city of Bloemfontein in South Africa. The survey research method and ASA implied SD
modeling approach were used for this purpose. Findings suggested that the city has ample scope
for development of the IT industry if appropriate policy interventions are made. It was found that
knowledge workers, houses of specific quality suitable for knowledge workers, built up space for the
IT industry, and energy tariff are influential variables for the development of the IT industry in the city.
It is also revealed that if the current scenario exists, the IT industry in the city will grow marginally
and under pessimistic conditions, such as significant increase in energy tariff and no enhancement
of houses and built up space and no investment from the IT industry, the growth of the industry
with remain static. However, policy intervention for creating the adequate houses of specific quality
suitable for the IT industry human resource, adequate creation of built up space for the IT industry,
optimal reduction of energy tariff, and a reasonable investment from the IT industry on the required
infrastructure will significantly enhance the knowledge workers and earnings from the IT industry
in the city. Simultaneously, both housing infrastructure and built up space for the IT industry will
be strengthened as well as growth in knowledge workers, thus reinforcing the development of a
sustainable IT industry in the city.

The study has contributed to the discourses of the ASA paradigm based on systems theory,
particularly in the use of ASA and systems theory to deal with complex problems in the urban systems.
It evidenced the interplay among various influential parameters of various subsystems, such as
different infrastructure subsystems and human resources influencing the IT industry system, which is
a subsystem of the city as a complex system and how economics of the IT industry and infrastructure
and human resources are interlinked, particularly in the South African context. Also, it offers a
methodology to understand the inter-linkage among various parameters under the infrastructure,
human resource aspects, and IT industry development in a city. Further, the SD model developed
can assist in simulating behaviors of the IT industry system and infrastructure system in a city in a
developing country such as South Africa. Moreover, from the practical implication point of view, the
model can enable the policy and decision makers and the city development authorities to foresee the
impacts of different policy interventions on the development of an IT industry in a city. In other words,
the study evidenced that the policy and decision makers and the city authorities should look beyond
the policies for offering normal incentives, such as the provision of land, tax incentives, creating single
window system, ease of licensing system, etc., to attract the IT industry to a city and make to policies
for the development of appropriate infrastructure that can attract the IT industry and the knowledge
workers to a city.
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The study has some limitations. The first limitation is that only a few endogenous variables and
exogenous variables were considered. The influential variables were decided based on the perception
survey and expert opinions. Further, the survey was conducted with a limited sample size. Various
qualitative variables, such as environment, living standard, satisfaction level of knowledge workers,
were not integrated into the model. Although, apparently, development of the IT industry may have
unintended consequences on the city in the forms of pressure on infrastructure, increase in the cost
of use of infrastructure, such as increase in the cost and renting of houses, increase in general living
cost, environmental degradation, etc., they have been kept out of the scope of the current study and
would be considered as the future scope of the research. Also, although renewable energy source can
be argued to be a viable and affordable energy source, it was not considered as a dynamic hypothesis
in the modeling because of its limited availability and requirement of significant investment for related
infrastructure. Additionally, another limitation is that the direct investment from the IT industry on
social aspects, such as on the education and for improvement of the living conditions of the city in
general and its feedback on the human resource stock, have not also been considered in the model
development. However, in the further stage of the research, such aspects will be considered to get
further insights into the situation of the IT industry development and its impact on the city. However,
despite the limitations, the study at its current state perceives that South African cities have significant
potential to develop an IT industry if appropriate policy interventions for infrastructure development
and to attract or retain knowledge worker are made.
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Appendix A

Model Algorithm
init Built_up_space_supply = 6250
flow Built_up_space_supply = −dt × Rate_19

−dt × BSR_depreciarion_rate
+dt × BS_Construction_rate

doc Built_up_space_supply = SQM
init Built_up_space_supply_1 = 6250
flow Built_up_space_supply_1 = −dt × Built_up_space_reduction_rate

+dt × BS_Construction_rate_1
−dt × BSR_depreciarion_rate_1

doc Built_up_space_supply_1 = SQM
init Built_up_space_supply_2 = 6250
flow Built_up_space_supply_2 = −dt × BSR_depreciarion_rate_2

+dt × BS_Construction_rate_2
−dt × Built_up_space_reduction_rate_1

doc Built_up_space_supply_2 = SQM
init Built_up_space_supply_3 = 6250
flow Built_up_space_supply_3 = −dt × Built_up_space_reduction_rate_2

+dt × BS_Construction_rate_3
−dt × BSR_depreciarion_rate_3

doc Built_up_space_supply_3 = SQM
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init Earning_from_IT_industry_4 = 9.125
flow Earning_from_IT_industry_4 = +dt × IT_earnign_growth_rate_4
doc Earning_from_IT_industry_4 = millionUSD
init Earning_from_IT_industry_Normal = 9.125
flow Earning_from_IT_industry_Normal = +dt × IT_earnign_growth_rate
doc Earning_from_IT_industry_Normal = millionUSD
init Earning_from_IT_industry_Optimistic = 9.125
flow Earning_from_IT_industry_Optimistic = +dt × IT_earnign_growth_rate_2
doc Earning_from_IT_industry_Optimistic = millionUSD
init Earning_from_IT_industry_Percieved = 9.125
flow Earning_from_IT_industry_Percieved = +dt × IT_earnign_growth_rate_3
doc Earning_from_IT_industry_Percieved = millionUSD
init Earning_from_IT_industry_Pessimistic = 9.125
flow Earning_from_IT_industry_Pessimistic = +dt × IT_earnign_growth_rate_1
doc Earning_from_IT_industry_Pessimistic = millionUSD
init Housing_supply = 167000
flow Housing_supply = −dt × Degradation_rate

−dt × Depreciation_rate
+dt × H_Cnstruction_rate

init Housing_supply_1 = 167000
flow Housing_supply_1 = −dt × Depreciation_rate_1

+dt × H_Construction_rate_1
−dt × Degradation_rate_1

init Housing_supply_2 = 167000
flow Housing_supply_2 = −dt × Degradation_rate_2

+dt × H_Cnstruction_rate_2
−dt × Depreciation_rate_2

init Housing_supply_3 = 167000
flow Housing_supply_3 = +dt × H_Cnstruction_rate_3

−dt × Degradation_rate_3
−dt × Depreciation_rate_3

init Knowldge_workers_Normal = 625
flow Knowldge_workers_Normal = −dt × Attrition_rate

+dt × Knowledge_worker_growth_rate
init Knowldge_workers_Optimistic = 625
flow Knowldge_workers_Optimistic = +dt × Knowledge_worker_growth_rate_2

−dt × Attrition_rate_2
init Knowldge_workers_Percieved = 625
flow Knowldge_workers_Percieved = −dt × Attrition_rate_3

+dt × Knowledge_worker_growth_rate_3
init Knowldge_workers_Pessimistic = 625
flow Knowldge_workers_Pessimistic = −dt × Attrition_rate_1

+dt × Knowledge_worker_growth_rate_1
init Knowledge_workers_4l = 625
flow Knowledge_workers_4l = −dt × Attrition_rate_4

+dt × Knowledge_worker_growth_rate_4
init Populatuion = 463064
flow Populatuion = −dt × OMR

+dt × IMR
−dt × DR
+dt × BR

init Populatuion_1 = 463064
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flow Populatuion_1 = +dt × BR_1
−dt × OMR_1
+dt × IMR_1
−dt × DR_1

init Populatuion_2 = 463064
flow Populatuion_2 = −dt × DR_2

+dt × IMR_2
+dt × BR_2
−dt × OMR_2

init Populatuion_3 = 463064
flow Populatuion_3 = −dt × OMR_3

+dt × BR_3
+dt × IMR_3
−dt × DR_3

aux Attrition_rate = Knowldge_workers_Normal × ARF
aux Attrition_rate_1 = Knowldge_workers_Pessimistic × ARF_1
aux Attrition_rate_2 = Knowldge_workers_Optimistic × ARF_2
aux Attrition_rate_3 = Knowldge_workers_Percieved × ARF_3
aux Attrition_rate_4 = Knowledge_workers_4l × ARF_4
aux BR = Populatuion × BRF
aux BR_1 = Populatuion_1 × BRF_1
aux BR_2 = Populatuion_2 × BRF_2
aux BR_3 = Populatuion_3 × BRF_3
aux BS_Construction_rate = Built_up_space_supply × (BSCRF + BSRF) × Impact_on_built_up_space

aux
BS_Construction_rate_1 = Built_up_space_supply_1 × (BSCRF_1 + BSRF_1) ×
Impact_on_built_up_space_1

aux
BS_Construction_rate_2 = Built_up_space_supply_2 × (BSCRF_2 + BSRF_2) ×
Impact_on_built_up_space_2

aux
BS_Construction_rate_3 = Built_up_space_supply_3 × (BSCRF_3 + BSRF_3) ×
Impact_on_built_up_space_3

aux BSR_depreciarion_rate = Built_up_space_supply × BDRF
aux BSR_depreciarion_rate_1 = Built_up_space_supply_1 × BDRF_1
aux BSR_depreciarion_rate_2 = Built_up_space_supply_2 × BDRF_2
aux BSR_depreciarion_rate_3 = Built_up_space_supply_3 × BDRF_3
aux Built_up_space_reduction_rate = Built_up_space_supply_1 × (BSCFRF_1 + BSDRF_1)
aux Built_up_space_reduction_rate_1 = Built_up_space_supply_2 × (BSCFRF_2 + BSDRF_2)
aux Built_up_space_reduction_rate_2 = Built_up_space_supply_3 × (BSCFRF_3 + BSDRF_3)
aux Degradation_rate = Housing_supply × HDGRF
aux Degradation_rate_1 = Housing_supply_1 × HDGRF_1
aux Degradation_rate_2 = Housing_supply_2 × HDGRF_2
aux Degradation_rate_3 = Housing_supply_3 × HDGRF_3
aux Depreciation_rate = Housing_supply × HDPRF
aux Depreciation_rate_1 = Housing_supply_1 × HDPRF_1
aux Depreciation_rate_2 = Housing_supply_2 × HDPRF_2
aux Depreciation_rate_3 = Housing_supply_3 × HDPRF_3
aux DR = Populatuion × DRF
aux DR_1 = Populatuion_1 × DRF_1
aux DR_2 = Populatuion_2 × DRF_2
aux DR_3 = Populatuion_3 × DRF_3

aux
H_Cnstruction_rate = Housing_supply × (HCRF + HRF) ×
Impact_of_investment_on_houisng_supply
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aux
H_Cnstruction_rate_2 = Housing_supply_2 × (HCRF_2 + HRF_2) ×
Impact_of_investment_on_houisng_supply_2

aux
H_Cnstruction_rate_3 = Housing_supply_3 × (HCRF_3 + HRF_3) ×
Impact_of_investment_on_houisng_supply_3

aux
H_Construction_rate_1 = Housing_supply_1 × (HCRF_1 + HRF_1) ×
Impact_of_investment_on_houisng_supply_1

aux IMR = Populatuion × IMRF
aux IMR_1 = Populatuion_1 × IMRF_1
aux IMR_2 = Populatuion_2 × IMRF_2
aux IMR_3 = Populatuion_3 × IMRF_3

aux
IT_earnign_growth_rate = Earning_from_IT_industry_Normal × ((ITEGRF +

Earning_from_knowldge_workers × 0.20/Earning_from_IT_industry_Normal))

aux
IT_earnign_growth_rate_1 = Earning_from_IT_industry_Pessimistic × (ITEGRF_1 +

Earning_from_knowldge_workers_1 × 0.20/Earning_from_IT_industry_Pessimistic)

aux
IT_earnign_growth_rate_2 = (Earning_from_IT_industry_Optimistic × (ITEGRF_2 +

Earning_from_knowldge_workers_2 × 0.20/Earning_from_IT_industry_Optimistic))

aux
IT_earnign_growth_rate_3 = (Earning_from_IT_industry_Percieved × (ITEGRF_3 +

Earning_from_knowldge_workers_3 × 0.20/Earning_from_IT_industry_Percieved))
aux IT_earnign_growth_rate_4 = Earning_from_IT_industry_4 × ITEGRF_4

aux

Knowledge_worker_growth_rate = Knowldge_workers_Normal × KWGRF ×
(Ratio_of_Built_up_space_supply_and_demand__Normal +

Ratio_of_supply_and_demand_of_spec9c_quality_house_for_Normal) ×
Impact_on_knowldge_workers

aux

Knowledge_worker_growth_rate_1 = Knowldge_workers_Pessimistic × KWGRF_1 ×
(Ratio_of_Built_up_space_supply_and_demand_Pessimistic +

Ratio_supply_and_deamnd__specific_quality_house_Pessimistic) ×
Impact_on_knowldge_workers_1

aux

Knowledge_worker_growth_rate_2 = Knowldge_workers_Optimistic × KWGRF_2 ×
(Impact_of_built_up_spoace_on_knowledge_workers +

Ratio_of_demand_and_supply_of_speciic_quality_house_Optimistic) ×
Impact_on_knowldge_workers_2

aux

Knowledge_worker_growth_rate_3 = Knowldge_workers_Percieved × KWGRF_3 ×
(Impact_of_built_up_spoace_on_knowledge_workers_1 +

Ratio_of_demand_and_supply_of_speciic_quality_house_Percieved) ×
Impact_on_knowldge_workers_3

aux Knowledge_worker_growth_rate_4 = Knowledge_workers_4l × KWGRF_4
aux OMR = Populatuion × ORF
aux OMR_1 = Populatuion_1 × OMRF_1
aux OMR_2 = Populatuion_2 × OMRF_2
aux OMR_3 = Populatuion_3 × OMRF_3
aux Rate_19 = Built_up_space_supply × (BSCFRF + BSDRF)

aux
Deamnd_for_specific_quality_houses_1 = Demand_of_houses_1 ×
Specific_quality_housing_fraction_1

aux
Deamnd_for_specific_quality_houses_3 = Demand_of_houses_3 ×
Demand_Specific_quality_housing_fraction_3

aux
Deamnd_for_specific_quality_houses_Optimistic = Demand_of_houses_2 ×
Demand_Specific_quality_housing_fraction_2

aux Demand_for_Built_up_space = Knowldge_workers_Normal × DEMAND_per_KWF
aux Demand_for_Built_up_space_1 = Knowldge_workers_Pessimistic × DEMAND_per_KWF_1
aux Demand_for_Built_up_space_2 = Knowldge_workers_Optimistic × DEMAND_per_KWF_2
aux Demand_for_Built_up_space_3 = Knowldge_workers_Percieved × DEMAND_per_KWF_3
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aux
Demand_for_specific_quality_houses_for_IT_industry = Demand_of_houses ×
Demand_fraction_for_specific_quality_houses

aux Demand_of_houses = Number_of_households + Student_houses
aux Demand_of_houses_1 = Number_of_households_1 + Student_houses_1
aux Demand_of_houses_2 = Number_of_households_2 + Student_houses_2
aux Demand_of_houses_3 = Number_of_households_3 + Student_houses_3

aux
Earning_from_knowldge_workers = ((Knowldge_workers_Normal−625) ×
(Rate_of_earning_per_knowledge_worker × 365))/1000000

aux
Earning_from_knowldge_workers_1 = ((Knowldge_workers_Pessimistic−625) ×
(Rate_of_earning_per_knowledge_worker_1 × 365))/1000000

aux
Earning_from_knowldge_workers_2 = ((Knowldge_workers_Optimistic−625) ×
(Rate_of_earning_per_knowledge_worker_2 × 365))/1000000

aux
Earning_from_knowldge_workers_3 = ((Knowldge_workers_Percieved−625) ×
(Rate_of_earning_per_knowledge_worker_3 × 365))/1000000

aux Energy_tarrif_ratio = Perspective_tariff_rate/Current_tariff_rate
aux Energy_tarrif_ratio_1 = Perspective_tariff_rate_1/Current_tariff_rate_1
aux Energy_tarrif_ratio_2 = Perspective_tariff_rate_2/Current_tariff_rate_2
aux Energy_tarrif_ratio_3 = Perspective_tariff_rate_3/Current_tariff_rate_3
aux Gap_in_built_up_space__pessimistic = (Demand_for_Built_up_space_1−Built_up_space_supply_1)

aux
Gap_in_built_up_space_demand_and_supply_Normal =

(Demand_for_Built_up_space-Built_up_space_supply)
aux Gap_in_built_up_space_oprimistic = (Demand_for_Built_up_space_2−Built_up_space_supply_2)
aux Gap_of_built_up_space_percieved = (Demand_for_Built_up_space_3−Built_up_space_supply_3)

aux
Impact_of_built_up_spoace_on_knowledge_workers =

GRAPH(TIME,0,0.1,[0.02,0,0.04,0.05,0.13,0.27,0.35,0.44,0.64,0.76,1”Min:0;Max:1”]) ×
Ratio_of_Built_up_space_supply_and_demand_Optimistic

aux
Impact_of_built_up_spoace_on_knowledge_workers_1 =

GRAPH(TIME,0,0.1,[0.02,0,0.04,0.05,0.13,0.27,0.35,0.44,0.64,0.76,1”Min:0;Max:1”]) ×
Ratio_of_Built_up_space_supply_and_demand_Percieved

aux
Impact_of_investment_on_houisng_supply =

GRAPH(Invetsment_on_housing,0,0.1,[0.04,0.07,0.09,0.13,0.21,0.34,0.49,0.59,0.84,0.99,0”Min:0;Max:1”])
× Invetsment_on_housing

aux
Impact_of_investment_on_houisng_supply_1 =

GRAPH(Invetsment_on_housing_1,0,0.1,[0.04,0.07,0.09,0.13,0.21,0.34,0.49,0.59,0.84,0.99,0”Min:0;
Max:1”]) × Invetsment_on_housing_1

aux
Impact_of_investment_on_houisng_supply_2 =

GRAPH(Invetsment_on_housing_2,0,0.1,[0.04,0.07,0.09,0.13,0.21,0.34,0.49,0.59,0.84,0.99,0”Min:0;
Max:1”]) × Invetsment_on_housing_2

aux
Impact_of_investment_on_houisng_supply_3 =

GRAPH(Invetsment_on_housing_3,0,0.1,[0.04,0.07,0.09,0.13,0.21,0.34,0.49,0.59,0.84,0.99,0”Min:0;
Max:1”]) × Invetsment_on_housing_3

aux
Impact_on_built_up_space =

GRAPH(TIME,0,0.1,[0.02,0.08,0.13,0.16,0.19,0.27,0.36,0.45,0.6,0.69,1”Min:0;Max:1”]) ×
Energy_tarrif_ratio

aux
Impact_on_built_up_space_1 =

GRAPH(Energy_tarrif_ratio_1,0,0.1,[0.97,0.98,0.73,0.63,0.54,0.4,0.3,0.26,0.23,0.17,0.12”Min:0;Max:1”])

aux
Impact_on_built_up_space_2 =

GRAPH(Energy_tarrif_ratio_2,0,0.1,[0.97,0.98,0.73,0.63,0.54,0.4,0.3,0.26,0.23,0.17,0.12”Min:0;Max:1”])
× Energy_tarrif_ratio_2

aux
Impact_on_built_up_space_3 =

GRAPH(Energy_tarrif_ratio_3,0,0.1,[0.97,0.98,0.73,0.63,0.54,0.4,0.3,0.26,0.23,0.17,0.12”Min:0;Max:1”])
× Energy_tarrif_ratio_3
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aux
Impact_on_knowldge_workers =

GRAPH(Energy_tarrif_ratio,0,0.1,[0.03,0,0.05,0.1,0.17,0.25,0.34,0.45,0.59,0.77,1”Min:0;Max:1”]) ×
Energy_tarrif_ratio

aux
Impact_on_knowldge_workers_1 =

GRAPH(Energy_tarrif_ratio_1,0,0.1,[0.03,0,0.05,0.1,0.17,0.25,0.34,0.45,0.59,0.77,1”Min:0;Max:1”]) ×
Energy_tarrif_ratio_1

aux
Impact_on_knowldge_workers_2 =

GRAPH(Energy_tarrif_ratio_2,0,0.1,[0.06,0.36,0.56,0.69,0.84,0.91,0.96,1,1,0.99,1”Min:0;Max:1”]) ×
Energy_tarrif_ratio_2

aux
Impact_on_knowldge_workers_3 =

GRAPH(Energy_tarrif_ratio_3,0,0.1,[0.06,0.36,0.56,0.69,0.84,0.91,0.96,1,1,0.99,1”Min:0;Max:1”]) ×
Energy_tarrif_ratio_3

aux
Investment_from_IT_industry = Earning_from_IT_industry_Normal ×
Investment_from_IT_indutsry_fraction

aux
Investment_from_IT_industry_1 = Earning_from_IT_industry_Pessimistic ×
Investment_from_IT_indutsry_fraction_1

aux
Investment_from_IT_industry_2 = Earning_from_IT_industry_Optimistic ×
Investment_from_IT_indutsry_fraction_2

aux
Investment_from_IT_industry_3 = Earning_from_IT_industry_Percieved ×
Investment_from_IT_indutsry_fraction_3

aux Investment_in_buit_up_space = Investment_from_IT_industry × Investment_on_built_up_space

aux
Investment_in_buit_up_space_1 = Investment_from_IT_industry_1 ×
Investment_on_built_up_space_1

aux
Investment_in_buit_up_space_2 = Investment_from_IT_industry_2 ×
Investment_on_built_up_space_2

aux
Investment_in_buit_up_space_3 = Investment_from_IT_industry_3 ×
Investment_on_built_up_space_3

aux Invetsment_on_housing = Investment_from_IT_industry × Investment_fraction_on_housing
aux Invetsment_on_housing_1 = Investment_from_IT_industry_1 × Investment_fraction_on_housing_1
aux Invetsment_on_housing_2 = Investment_from_IT_industry_2 × Investment_fraction_on_housing_2
aux Invetsment_on_housing_3 = Investment_from_IT_industry_3 × Investment_fraction_on_housing_3
aux Number_of_households = (Populatuion−Student_population)/Family_size
aux Number_of_households_1 = (Populatuion_1−Student_population_1)/Family_size_1
aux Number_of_households_2 = (Populatuion_2−Student_population_2)/Family_size_2
aux Number_of_households_3 = (Populatuion_3−Student_population_3)/Family_size_3

aux
Ratio_of_Built_up_space_supply_and_demand__Normal =

Built_up_space_supply/Demand_for_Built_up_space

aux
Ratio_of_Built_up_space_supply_and_demand_Optimistic =

Built_up_space_supply_2/Demand_for_Built_up_space_2

aux
Ratio_of_Built_up_space_supply_and_demand_Percieved =

Built_up_space_supply_3/Demand_for_Built_up_space_3

aux
Ratio_of_Built_up_space_supply_and_demand_Pessimistic =

Built_up_space_supply_1/Demand_for_Built_up_space_1

aux
Ratio_of_demand_and_supply_of_speciic_quality_house_Optimistic =

Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_2/Deamnd_for_specific_quality_houses_Optimistic

aux
Ratio_of_demand_and_supply_of_speciic_quality_house_Percieved =

Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_3/Deamnd_for_specific_quality_houses_3

aux
Ratio_of_supply_and_demand_of_spec9c_quality_house_for_Normal =

Supply_of_specific_quality_houses/Demand_for_specific_quality_houses_for_IT_industry
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aux
Ratio_supply_and_deamnd__specific_quality_house_Pessimistic =

Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_1/Deamnd_for_specific_quality_houses_1
aux Student_houses = Student_population × Housing_demand_per_student
aux Student_houses_1 = Student_population_1 × Housing_demand_per_student_1
aux Student_houses_2 = Student_population_2 × Housing_demand_per_student_2
aux Student_houses_3 = Student_population_3 × Housing_demand_per_student_3
aux Student_population = Populatuion × Student_population_fraction
aux Student_population_1 = Populatuion_1 × Student_population_fraction_1
aux Student_population_2 = Populatuion_2 × Student_population_fraction_2
aux Student_population_3 = Populatuion_3 × Student_population_fraction_3
aux Supply_of_specific_quality_houses = Housing_supply × Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_fraction

aux
Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_1 = Housing_supply_1 ×
Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_fraction_1

aux
Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_2 = Housing_supply_2 ×
Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_fraction_2

aux
Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_3 = Housing_supply_3 ×
Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_fraction_3

const ARF = 0.015
const ARF_1 = 0.015 × 1.25
const ARF_2 = 0.015
const ARF_3 = 0.015
const ARF_4 = 0.015
const BDRF = 0.005
const BDRF_1 = 0.005
const BDRF_2 = 0.005
const BDRF_3 = 0.005
const BRF = 0.075
const BRF_1 = 0.075
const BRF_2 = 0.05
const BRF_3 = 0.06
const BSCFRF = 0.0005
const BSCFRF_1 = 0.0005 × 1.20
const BSCFRF_2 = 0.0005 × 0.5
const BSCFRF_3 = 0.0005
const BSCRF = 0.03
const BSCRF_1 = 0.03 × 0.5
const BSCRF_2 = 0.27
const BSCRF_3 = 0.20
const BSDRF = 0.0005
const BSDRF_1 = 0.0005 × 1.2
const BSDRF_2 = 0.0005 × 0.5
const BSDRF_3 = 0.0005 × 1.5
const BSRF = 0.0005
const BSRF_1 = 0.0005
const BSRF_2 = 0.25
const BSRF_3 = 0.20
const Current_tariff_rate = 1
const Current_tariff_rate_1 = 1
const Current_tariff_rate_2 = 1
const Current_tariff_rate_3 = 1
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const Demand_fraction_for_specific_quality_houses = 0.056
const DEMAND_per_KWF = 10
doc DEMAND_per_KWF = SQM
const DEMAND_per_KWF_1 = 10
doc DEMAND_per_KWF_1 = SQM
const DEMAND_per_KWF_2 = 10
doc DEMAND_per_KWF_2 = SQM
const DEMAND_per_KWF_3 = 10
doc DEMAND_per_KWF_3 = SQM
const Demand_Specific_quality_housing_fraction_2 = 0.038
const Demand_Specific_quality_housing_fraction_3 = 0.05
const DRF = 0.02
const DRF_1 = 0.02
const DRF_2 = 0.02
const DRF_3 = 0.02
const Family_size = 2.3
const Family_size_1 = 2.3
const Family_size_2 = 2.5
const Family_size_3 = 2.5
const HCRF = 0.045
const HCRF_1 = 0.045
const HCRF_2 = 0.12
const HCRF_3 = 0.07
const HDGRF = 0.0056
const HDGRF_1 = 0.0056
const HDGRF_2 = 0.0056
const HDGRF_3 = 0.0056
const HDPRF = 0.0085
const HDPRF_1 = 0.0085
const HDPRF_2 = 0.0085
const HDPRF_3 = 0.0085
const Housing_demand_per_student = 0.5
const Housing_demand_per_student_1 = 0.5
const Housing_demand_per_student_2 = 0.5
const Housing_demand_per_student_3 = 0.5
const HRF = 0.01
const HRF_1 = 0.01
const HRF_2 = 0.1
const HRF_3 = 0.01
const IMRF = 0.005
const IMRF_1 = 0.005
const IMRF_2 = 0.01
const IMRF_3 = 0.0045
const Investment_fraction_on_housing = 0.4
const Investment_fraction_on_housing_1 = 0.4
const Investment_fraction_on_housing_2 = 0.4
const Investment_fraction_on_housing_3 = 0.4
const Investment_from_IT_indutsry_fraction = 0
const Investment_from_IT_indutsry_fraction_1 = 0
const Investment_from_IT_indutsry_fraction_2 = 0.3
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const Investment_from_IT_indutsry_fraction_3 = 0.20
const Investment_on_built_up_space = 0.6
const Investment_on_built_up_space_1 = 0.6
const Investment_on_built_up_space_2 = 0.6
const Investment_on_built_up_space_3 = 0.6
const ITEGRF = 0.025
const ITEGRF_1 = 0.025
const ITEGRF_2 = 0.025
const ITEGRF_3 = 0.025
const ITEGRF_4 = 0.025
const KWGRF = 0.08
const KWGRF_1 = 0.065
const KWGRF_2 = 0.055
const KWGRF_3 = 0.05
const KWGRF_4 = 0.065
const OMRF_1 = 0.004
const OMRF_2 = 0.005
const OMRF_3 = 0.004
const ORF = 0.004
const Perspective_tariff_rate = 0.85
const Perspective_tariff_rate_1 = 1.0
const Perspective_tariff_rate_2 = 1.5
const Perspective_tariff_rate_3 = 1.3
const Rate_of_earning_per_knowledge_worker = 40
const Rate_of_earning_per_knowledge_worker_1 = 40
const Rate_of_earning_per_knowledge_worker_2 = 40
const Rate_of_earning_per_knowledge_worker_3 = 40
const Specific_quality_housing_fraction_1 = 0.056
const Student_population_fraction = 0.10
const Student_population_fraction_1 = 0.10
const Student_population_fraction_2 = 0.10
const Student_population_fraction_3 = 0.10
const Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_fraction = 0.05
const Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_fraction_1 = 0.05 × 0.75
const Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_fraction_2 = 0.043
const Supply_of_specific_quality_houses_fraction_3 = 0.045
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Appendix B
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Figure A1. Structure (Stock flow diagram) of the model for IT industry development.
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